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Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA on combating terrorism1
This briefing is one in a series of 'Implementation Appraisals' on the operation of existing EU legislation in
practice. Each such briefing focuses on a specific EU law which is likely to be amended or reviewed, as foreseen in
the European Commission’s Annual Work Programme. Implementation Appraisals aim to provide a succinct
overview of material publicly available on the implementation, application and effectiveness of an EU law to date
– drawing on available input from the EU institutions and external organisations. They are provided to assist
parliamentary committees in their consideration of the new proposals, once tabled.

1. Background
EU Member States have primary responsibility for counter-terrorism (CT), with the EU playing a supporting role in
view of the cross-border nature of the threat. Over the years, the EU has developed numerous CT-related measures.2

The EU CT Strategy from 2005 provides a comprehensive framework for these measures, which are divided into four
‘pillars’. These are: prevent new recruits by tackling the root causes of radicalisation and recruitment; better protect
potential targets; pursue and investigate members of existing networks; and improve the EU's capability to respond to
and manage the consequences of terrorist attacks, including addressing the needs of victims.
This implementation appraisal will focus on Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA on combating terrorism, as amended
by Framework Decision 2008/919/JHA (jointly referred to in the text as the FD on terrorism). Contrary to what the title
‘combatting terrorism’ might suggest, the decision covers a fairly narrow portion of overall CT measures, namely the
criminal justice response (‘pursue’ pillar) and, to a lesser degree, the approach to victims of terrorism (‘respond’
pillar). The impetus for amending the FD on terrorism comes from the changing security situation in the EU, in
particular with regard to the phenomenon of so-called foreign fighters (FFs), and recent international developments,
in particular United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 2178(2014), and the Council of Europe Additional
Protocol to the Convention on the prevention of terrorism from 2015 (outlined in section 2.2 below). The issue of
foreign fighters has been high on the political agenda at both Member State and EU level,3 where it was recently

1 Council Framework Decision of 13 June 2002 on combating terrorism (2002/475/JHA).
2 For a recent look at the state of play of EU CT measures, see Council Document 6785/16 of 4 March 2016. For a broad overview of
all EU CT measures since 2001, see e.g. Hayes, B. and Jones, C (2014), Catalogue of EU Counter-Terrorism Measures Adopted since
11 September 2001, SECILE Report D2.1 (outlining CT measures taken from 2001 to 2013).
3 In January 2015, the JHA Council concluded that 'it is important to consider further legislative developments with regard to the
common understanding of criminal activities related to terrorism in light of the [UNSCR] 2178 (2014)'. In April 2015, the European
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http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453813863853&uri=CELEX:32002F0475
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:32008F0919
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/pdf/cwp_2016_annex_i_en.pdf
http://register.consilium.europa.eu/doc/srv?l=EN&f=ST%2014469%202005%20REV%204
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453813863853&uri=CELEX:32002F0475
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-6785-2016-INIT/en/pdf
http://www.statewatch.org/news/2013/dec/secile-catalogue-of-EU-counter-terrorism-measures.pdf
http://www.statewatch.org/news/2013/dec/secile-catalogue-of-EU-counter-terrorism-measures.pdf
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addressed by the European Council, the JHA Council, the EU Counter-terrorism Coordinator (EU CTC)4 and the
European Parliament.5

Two recent reports by Europol provide an overview of the security situation. A July 2015 report6 notes that the
overall threat to EU security is likely to increase, and that the main concern is 'jihadists travelling to and from conflict
zones ... enhanc[ing] the capabilities and the resolve of religiously inspired terrorist individuals and groups to
perpetrate terrorist acts in the EU'.7 The report adds that foreign fighters represent an increasing threat to all
Member States – 'they are capable of more impactful or multiple attacks'8 due to combat and operational
experience acquired and contacts made in the conflict zone. The report notes an increase in lone wolf and small-scale
attacks, in which the individuals are not linked to a terrorist group and are not known to law enforcement and
intelligence authorities. The January 2016 report,9 published shortly after the November 2015 Paris attacks, notes that
these attacks 'appear to be part of a global strategy of [Islamic State (IS)] going global', and that IS is preparing more
terrorist attacks, including 'Mumbai style' attacks to be committed in the EU, with France and Belgium likely targets.
The report observes that soft targets are likely to be selected, due to their potential to cause mass casualties. It
further notes that IS terrorist cells in the EU are 'largely domestic and/or locally based', and that members may have
been trained in Syria, but that this is not always the case. It further notes that the general strategy for attacks is
probably mapped out by a central command in Syria, but that local terrorist cells are free to make tactical decisions so
as to be able to adapt to local circumstances. This tactical flexibility represents a further challenge for law
enforcement and intelligence authorities in their efforts to detect terrorist plans. Finally, the report warns that the
new modus operandi does not mean the end of the strategy of cultivating 'lone wolf' terrorists, who continue to pose
a serious threat.
Much has been written about the threat posed by returning FFs. Three questions seem to be of particular relevance:
how many have left, how many have returned or are likely to return, and how many of those who return will attempt
terrorist attacks? With regard to numbers, the various estimates available indicate an overall number of 4 000-5 000
European FFs.10

Source: ICCT, 2016, top 10 Member States included (the figures in the first chart are averages, for example the ICCT estimate for the UK is 700-760).

As the figures above show, a majority of European FFs come from France, Germany, the UK and Belgium. However, a
different picture emerges when those numbers are viewed in relation to population size, with Belgium, Austria,
Sweden and Denmark being the most affected Member States. By one recent estimate, the percentage of FFs who
have already returned to Europe is around 30%, with around 14% confirmed dead). Concerning the question of how
many of those who return will attempt terrorist attacks, one study finds that, based on past FF cohorts, ‘no more than

Agenda on Security envisaged an update to the FD on terrorism in 2016. Finally, a week after the November 2015 attacks in Paris, in
an extraordinary meeting, the Council welcomed the Commission's intention to bring forward a proposal to update the FD on
terrorism by the end of 2015, 'with a view to collectively implementing into EU law UNSC Resolution 2178 (2014) and the [CoE]
Additional Protocol'. The Commission put forward the proposal for a new directive on terrorism in December 2015.
4 For details, see the website of the European Council/Council of the EU, particularly pages Counter-terrorism Coordinator and
Response to Foreign Fighters, which provide a detailed account of European Council, JHA Council and the EU CTC activities.
5 See section 4 of this briefing for an overview of EP positions. For a quick survey of recent policy developments at EU level, see the
March 2016 EPRS briefing on FFs, pp. 4-6, and the April 2016 ICCT Research Paper on FF, pp. 15-21.
6 European Union terrorism situation and trend report 2015, Europol, July 2015.
7 Ibid, p. 6.
8 Ibid, p. 6.
9 Changes in modus operandi of Islamic State terrorist attacks, Europol, January 2016.
10 See e.g. the ICCT paper from April 2016 and the Soufan Group paper from December 2015.
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http://icct.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ICCT-Report_Foreign-Fighters-Phenomenon-in-the-EU_1-April-2016_including-AnnexesLinks.pdf
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/fight-against-terrorism/counter-terrorism-coordinator/
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/fight-against-terrorism/foreign-fighters/
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/579080/EPRS_BRI(2016)579080_EN.pdf
http://icct.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ICCT-Report_Foreign-Fighters-Phenomenon-in-the-EU_1-April-2016_including-AnnexesLinks.pdf
https://www.europol.europa.eu/content/european-union-terrorism-situation-and-trend-report-2015
https://www.europol.europa.eu/content/changes-modus-operandi-islamic-state-terrorist-attacks
http://icct.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ICCT-Report_Foreign-Fighters-Phenomenon-in-the-EU_1-April-2016_including-AnnexesLinks.pdf
http://soufangroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/TSG_ForeignFightersUpdate_FINAL.pdf
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one in nine foreign fighters returned to perpetrate attacks in the West’,11 but it warns that this finding cannot be
automatically applied to FFs returning from Syria/Iraq.
Finally, FFs appear not to be the only threat. As noted in the above-mentioned Europol reports, the threat of ‘lone
actors’ (possibly aspiring FFs who are unable travel to Syria/Iraq) and smaller domestic networks remains high.

2. Overview of current and proposed legislation
2.1. Relevant EU legislation
Council Framework Decision of 13 June 2002 on combating terrorism 2002/475/JHA, as amended by Council
Framework Decision 2008/919/JHA of 28 November 2008, sets out the legal framework for the approximation of
criminal legislation on terrorist offences and offences related to a terrorist group in EU Member States. The FD defines
terrorist offences (Article 1) and offences related to a terrorist group (Article 2 - namely 'directing a terrorist group'
and 'participating in the activities of a terrorist group'). Article 3 criminalises aggravated theft, extortion and the
drawing up of false administrative documents with a view to committing a terrorist offence. The 2008 amendments
extended the scope of Article 3 and the definition of terrorism-linked offences to include 'public provocation to
commit a terrorist offence', 'recruitment for terrorism' and 'training for terrorism'. The amended Article 3 also
stipulates that it is not necessary that a terrorist offence actually be committed for the above acts to be punishable.
The Framework Decision includes provisions relating to aiding or abetting, inciting and attempting (Article 4); penalties
(Article 5); particular/mitigating circumstances (Article 6); liability of and penalties for legal persons (Articles 7 and 8);
jurisdiction and prosecution (Article 9); and protection of and assistance to victims (Article 10).
Neither 2002/475/JHA nor 2008/919/JHA contain provisions for review, evaluation or regular reporting. Article 11 of
the original act stipulates the deadline by which the Member States needed to comply with the FD and report on the
implementing measures (31 December 2002). It also includes follow-up requirements for the Commission and the
Council: the Commission must draw up a report and the Council is responsible for assessing Member States’
compliance (31 December 2003). The same requirements were included in the amending act from 2008, with a
deadline of 9 December 2010 for the Member States to comply and report back, and 9 December 2011 for the Council
to assess Member States’ compliance.
2.2. Relevant international obligations
The Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism,12 adopted in 2005, differentiates between
terrorist offences (Article 1) and criminal offences related to terrorist offences (Articles 5 to 7). Article 1 of the
Convention explains that the term terrorist offence is taken to mean any of the offences within the scope of, and as
defined in, one of the treaties listed in the Appendix of the Convention. Criminal offences of a serious nature related
to terrorist offences are covered in Articles 5 to 7, which constitute the core provisions of the Convention. These
articles oblige the State Parties to establish as criminal offences acts that may lead to the committing of terrorist
offences, namely: public provocation to commit a terrorist offence (Article 5), recruitment for terrorism (Article 6),
and training for terrorism (Article 7). The Convention further states that, 'for an act to constitute an offence [within
the meaning of Articles 5 to 7], it shall not be necessary that a terrorist offence be actually committed' (Article 8).
Furthermore, Article 9 provides for the criminalisation of ancillary offences, i.e., complicity in the committing of the
offences set out in Articles 5 to 7. State Parties are required to ensure that relevant penalties are 'effective,
proportionate and dissuasive' (Article 11), and that human rights obligations are complied with, in particular the right
to freedom of expression, freedom of association and freedom of religion (Article 12). Furthermore, Article 13
includes a specific provision on protection, compensation and support for victims of terrorism.
United Nations Security Council Resolution 2178 (2014)13 recognises the 'acute and growing threat' posed by foreign
terrorist fighters and calls on all UN Member States to take a series of measures aimed at preventing the flow of
foreign terrorist fighters to conflict zones. Paragraph 6 of the resolution requires all UN member states to criminalise
in their legislation the following acts: travel or attempted travel to a third country 'for the purpose of perpetration,
planning, or preparation of, or participation in, terrorist acts, or the providing or receiving of terrorist training',
financing such travel, and organisation and facilitation of such travel, including acts of recruitment.
The Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism14 from 2015 is meant to
give effect to UNSCR 2178 (2014). It extends the list of criminal offences to include the following: participating in an
association or group for the purpose of terrorism (Article 2), receiving training for terrorism (Article 3), travelling

11 Hegghammer, T. (2013) 'Should I stay or Should I Go? Explaining Variation in Western Jihadists' Choice between Domestic and
Foreign Fighting', American Political Science Review, 107(1): 10.
12 Adopted on 16 May 2005; signed by the EU on 22 October 2015, together with the Additional Protocol.
13 United Nations Security Council Resolution 2178 (2014) adopted by the Security Council at its 7272nd meeting, on 24 September
2014.
14 Signed by the EU on 22 October 2015, together with the original Convention.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453813863853&uri=CELEX:32002F0475
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:32008F0919
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453813863853&uri=CELEX:32002F0475
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:32008F0919
http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/196
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=090000168008371b
http://www.un.org/en/sc/ctc/docs/2015/SCR 2178_2014_EN.pdf
http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/217
http://hegghammer.com/_files/Hegghammer_-_Should_I_stay_or_should_I_go.pdf
http://hegghammer.com/_files/Hegghammer_-_Should_I_stay_or_should_I_go.pdf
http://www.un.org/en/sc/ctc/docs/2015/SCR 2178_2014_EN.pdf
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abroad for the purpose of terrorism (Article 4), funding travel abroad for the purpose of terrorism (Article 5), and
organising or otherwise facilitating travel abroad for the purpose of terrorism (Article 6).
2.3. The Commission's Proposal for a new Directive replacing the FD on terrorism
In 2015 the Commission announced its proposal for a new directive on combatting terrorism,15 replacing the FD on
terrorism. In a press release and an accompanying fact sheet, the Commission states that the proposed directive
‘closes criminal enforcement gaps in the EU legal framework’ and ‘provides for common definitions of terrorist
offences ensuring a common response to the phenomenon of foreign terrorist fighters’. The Commission states
further that the proposed directive would also implement international obligations, notably UNSCR 2178 (2014), the
CoE Additional Protocol, and the Financial Action Task Force Recommendations on terrorist financing. The proposed
directive requires Member States16 to criminalise the following acts: travelling for terrorist purposes; funding,
organising and facilitating such travel; receiving training for terrorist purposes; and providing funds to commit
terrorist offences and offences related to terrorist groups or terrorist activities. Finally, the proposal includes
provisions related to the protection, assistance and rights of victims of terrorism.
The revision of the FD on terrorism was originally announced in the European Agenda on Security in April 2015. It was
envisaged that 'the Commission will launch an impact assessment in 2015 with the view of updating the 2008 FD on
terrorism in 2016'.17 This was followed by the inclusion of the FD on terrorism in the Commission Work Programme
2016 (Annex I, item 17). However, following the terrorist attacks in Paris on 13 November 2015, the publication of
the Commission proposal was brought forward to 2 December 2015.
The Commission proposal was not accompanied by an impact assessment, which constitutes an exception to the
general rule set out in the Better Regulation Guidelines, whereby Commission proposals - especially those included in
the Commission annual work programme - should be accompanied by an impact assessment. The Commission
explained that this was due to ‘the urgent need to improve the EU framework to increase security in the light of
recent terrorist attacks by incorporating international obligations and standards’.18 Two observations can be made in
this context:
Concerning the absence of the impact assessment as such, and of the stakeholder consultations that would have
been part of such an assessment, the Commission notes that the implementation report from 2014 was supported by
an external study. While presumably this study included stakeholder consultation, it cannot be ascertained to what
extent relevant stakeholders were consulted, since the study is not publicly available. The Commission notes further
that, during the negotiations on the CoE Additional Protocol, draft texts were made publicly available for comment,
and that several human rights organisations submitted written comments. The comments received were discussed by
the negotiating parties, and some of them led to amendments of the protocol. Nonetheless, some have criticised the
lack of an impact assessment and stakeholder consultation, calling on the European institutions to engage in ‘a serious
investigation of the functioning of existing instruments’, since ‘such far-reaching proposals require a firmer basis’.19

Prior to the Lisbon Treaty, the European Parliament had a limited role in Justice and Home Affairs policies. Thus, both
Decision 2002/475/JHA and the subsequent amending Decision 2008/919/JHA on combatting terrorism are Council
Decisions, with the role of the Parliament limited to consultation (CNS procedure applied in both cases). This has now
changed, and the procedure for this legislative proposal is the ordinary legislative procedure.

3. EU-level reports, evaluations and studies
This section summarises the findings of relevant recent reports of the European Commission and other EU bodies, as
well as a selection of recent briefings by think tanks. It should be noted, however, that the comprehensiveness of the
overview given below might be affected by the limited accessibility of some documents. As one might expect, at both

15 COM(2015) 625 final, 2 December 2015.
16 Some Member States (UK, Ireland, Denmark) are not (automatically) bound by the new Directive. It is subject to opt-ins in the
case of the UK and Ireland. Regarding the UK, see the House of Commons report from January 2016 (points 4.3 and 4.4), which
notes that a decision not to participate is more likely as ‘the Government disputes the need for minimum EU standards in the field
of substantive criminal law and considers that the objectives of the proposal can be sufficiently achieved by Member States’. The
decision not to opt in was later confirmed by the Secretary of State for the Home Department, who welcomed the new EU
Directive, but noted that UK legislation already meets the standards set out in the Directive, as well as relevant international
obligations. As for Denmark, it will not be bound by the new Directive either, but will continue to be bound by FD 2002/475 and
2008/919.
17 COM(2015) 185, 28 April 2015, p. 14.
18 See COM(2015) 625, p. 12. This implementation appraisal is thus exceptionally being submitted after the Commission proposal.
For a detailed account of the proposal as it moves through different stages of the legislative procedure, see the forthcoming EPRS
‘Legislation in Progress’ briefing on terrorism.
19 Meijers Committee, Note on a Proposal for a Directive on combatting terrorism, 16 March 2016, p. 2. See also the Joint Civil
Society Statement of 3 March 2016.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453821168122&uri=CELEX:52015PC0625
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-6218_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-15-6219_en.htm
http://www.fatf-gafi.org/
http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/pdf/cwp_2016_annex_i_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/pdf/cwp_2016_annex_i_en.pdf
http://www.oeil.ep.parl.union.eu/oeil/popups/ficheprocedure.do?reference=2001/0217(CNS)&l=en
http://www.oeil.ep.parl.union.eu/oeil/popups/ficheprocedure.do?reference=2007/0236(CNS)&l=en
http://www.oeil.ep.parl.union.eu/oeil/popups/ficheprocedure.do?reference=2015/0281(COD)&l=en
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453821168122&uri=CELEX:52015PC0625
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmselect/cmeuleg/342-xv/34207.htm
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wms/?id=2016-03-17.HCWS632.h
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453827068217&uri=CELEX:52015DC0185
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453821168122&uri=CELEX:52015PC0625
http://epthinktank.eu/eu-legislation-in-progress/
http://www.commissie-meijers.nl/en/comments/401
http://www.amnesty.eu/content/assets/Docs_2016/Letters/2016_Joint_statement_CT_and_HR_FINAL.pdf
http://www.amnesty.eu/content/assets/Docs_2016/Letters/2016_Joint_statement_CT_and_HR_FINAL.pdf
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EU and Member State level, not all reports dealing with counter-terrorism measures will be made publicly available.20

With this in mind, more space is given to the Commission 2014 report on the implementation of the 2008 FD, and to
recent external studies.
3.1. European Commission, EU CTC and Eurojust reports
Report21 from the Commission on the implementation of the FD on terrorism, September 2014.
Article 3 of the amending act requires Member States to take necessary measures to comply with the FD and to notify
these measures to the Council and the Commission by 9 December 2010. Commission report COM(2014) 554 was
submitted on 5 September 2014.22 The report should be read in conjunction with the accompanying Commission Staff
Working Document23 (SWD), which provides an overview of the legislative measures adopted by the Member States
to transpose the three new offences (amended Article 3: public provocation, recruitment and training) introduced in
the 2008 FD.24 The Commission states that it based the report primarily on three sources: a) information from the
Member States, b) publicly available information, and c) the findings of an external study25.
The report assesses whether Member States have implemented the FD from 2008 within the set timeframe, and
whether the objectives of the FD were achieved. It notes that most Member States had to adopt specific provisions,
since preparatory behaviour had not been explicitly criminalised and did not fall under the general provisions relating
to participation and attempt. It also notes that some Member States had already amended their legislation to include
criminalisation of the three new offences, following the adoption of the 2005 CoE Convention. The 2008 FD was
generally transposed at national level either via amendments to the criminal codes or, to a lesser degree, via
amendments to special acts on combating terrorism or other acts. The transposition deadline (December 2010) was
not adhered to in 14 Member States, two of which were still in the process of transposing the FD at the time of the
Commission report (September 2014).
With reference to ‘public provocation’,26 the report finds that some Member States have adopted provisions closely
aligned to the wording of the FD 2008, while others chose provisions criminalising in more general terms provocation,
incitement, or the facilitation of or support for terrorism offences.  Differences in approaches were noted with respect
to criminalising ‘direct provocation’ (in which incitement has resulted in a person committing or at least attempting to
commit a terrorist offence) or ‘indirect provocation’ (merely causing a danger that one or more offences be
committed). The report finds that some Member States go beyond the requirements of the public provocation
provision in FD 2008 – for example, they criminalise not only the act of ‘distribution’ or ‘making available’, but also the
act of obtaining or possessing material intended for terrorist purposes. Furthermore, while most Member States
criminalise behaviour showing intent, one Member State27 criminalises ‘reckless behaviour’ as well. With reference to
‘recruitment for terrorism,’28 the report finds that most Member States have adopted specific provisions criminalising
recruitment for terrorism (both forms of recruitment: recruitment to carry out terrorist offences and the recruitment
into a terrorist group). Some Member States have chosen to include both forms of recruitment under the same
provision, while others opted for separate provisions. However, the report finds that in some Member States, only
recruitment to carry out terrorist offences seems to be punishable, and not recruitment into a terrorist group. The
report also expresses concern about the fact that some Member States invoke existing or general provisions which
might not capture the recruitment of so-called ‘lone actors’, or which might raise doubts about the criminalisation of
preparatory acts. Finally, with reference to ‘training for terrorism’29, the report finds that most Member States have
adopted specific provisions explicitly criminalising training for terrorism, either by following the text of the FD 2008
closely, or by referring in more general terms to ‘training for committing terrorist offences’, ‘provision of information,
knowledge and skills for committing terrorist offences’, or similar. The report states that it is unclear whether the
national law criminalises the provision of training in cases where no terrorist offence has been committed (or
attempted) in the case of those Member States who have chosen a more general wording. The report also notes that

20 An example at EU level is the three Eurojust reports on foreign fighters from November 2015, November 2014, and November
2013. The reports are classified as ‘restricted’. See Eurojust Annual Report 2015, p. 12.
21 COM(2014) 554 final, 5 September 2014.
22 The late submission of the report is presumably a consequence of late transposition of the 2008 FD in as many as 14 Member
States (see page 5 of the report).
23 SWD(2014) 270 final, 5 September 2014.
24 The report also covers related ancillary offences (amended Article 4).
25 COM(2014) 554 does not specify which external study supported this implementation report. It is presumably the Eurojust
report on foreign fighters from November 2013.
26 See SWD(2014) 270 on Member States’ legislative measures on public provocation, pp. 2-8.
27 This is the case of the UK, where the offence of encouraging terrorism does not necessarily require an intention to incite, but also
covers cases in which a person is reckless about whether members of the public will be directly or indirectly encouraged by the
statement.
28 See SWD(2014) 270 on Member States’ legislative measures on recruitment for terrorism,  pp. 9-14.
29 See SWD(2014) 270 on Member States’ legislative measures on training for terrorism, pp. 15-21.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453817664276&uri=CELEX:52014DC0554
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453817889042&uri=CELEX:52014SC0270
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453817889042&uri=CELEX:52014SC0270
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/register/en/content/out/?&typ=ENTRY&i=ADV&DOC_ID=ST-7492-2016-INIT
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453817664276&uri=CELEX:52014DC0554
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453817889042&uri=CELEX:52014SC0270
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453817664276&uri=CELEX:52014DC0554
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453817889042&uri=CELEX:52014SC0270
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453817889042&uri=CELEX:52014SC0270
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453817889042&uri=CELEX:52014SC0270
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several Member States (BE, DK, DE, IE, NL, AT, RO, UK) criminalise the acts of receiving training or instruction (‘passive
training’). The report also notes that with regard to ‘aiding and abetting’, most Member States have general
provisions that are automatically applicable to the new offences.
Finally, the report provides an overview30 of penalties that can be imposed on natural persons for the three new
offences (public provocation, recruitment and training for terrorism). The overview shows that penalties vary greatly
between different Member States, the minimum prison sentence ranging from less than 1 year to up to 20 years, and
the maximum prison sentence ranging from 2 to 25 years or a life sentence. The report concludes that, while most
Member States have adopted measures in accordance with the 2008 FD, several concerns remain, in particular in
relation to ‘indirect provocation’ and the recruitment of ‘lone actors’.
While useful, the report might have benefited from a more comprehensive approach, including an assessment of the
implementation of the FD on terrorism as a whole. As the report states, ‘[t]he scope and the potential for successful
prosecutions under [the new offences from 2008] also depend on the correct implementation of the (unaltered)
provisions contained in the FD 2002’. The report briefly mentions earlier findings on the implementation of the
original act, in particular shortcomings identified in the implementation of the provisions relating to core terrorist
offences, the liability of legal persons, and the rules of jurisdiction, and warns that, ‘[u]nless remedied, such
shortcomings will affect the scope of the new offences of public provocation, recruitment and training for terrorism’.
The Commission proposal for a new Directive on terrorism from 2 December 2015 also provides details on the
external study that informed the report. It states that the external study looked into the transposition matters, but
also carried out ‘an assessment of the implementation of the legal framework adopted’ (in view of reported findings,
the focus appears to have been on the provisions included in 2008). The study reportedly found that changes
introduced in 2008 were ‘relevant’ and ‘efficient’ to the objectives. It found that cross-border cases were dealt with in
a more efficient way given the common understanding of crimes of public provocation, recruitment and training for
terrorism. In addition, preparatory terrorist activities were dealt with in an improved way.  The study found that cross-
border cases involving new offences were handled more efficiently. In general, the study observed that the added
value of the 2008 FD was high for those Member States that did not at the time have a legal framework on terrorism,
while those Member States with a pre-existing framework benefited from more structured cooperation with other
Member States in dealing with the preparatory stages of a terrorist act.
Two earlier implementation reports were issued in 200431 and in 200732. The 2007 report identifies several
deficiencies, most notably in relation to Articles 1, 5(3), and 7. It finds deficient implementation of Article 1 in seven
Member States, and warns that Article 1 provisions are of crucial importance, because a common definition of
terrorism constitutes the basis on which all other provisions of the FD are built. On Article 5(3), the report finds
deficient implementation of the harmonisation of penalties in six Member States. Finally, the report notes that the
Article 7 provisions on criminal liability of legal persons for terrorist offences had not properly been implemented in
five Member States.
Reports by the EU Counter-Terrorism Coordinator (EU CTC)33

The EU CTC coordinates the work of the Council of the EU in the field of counter-terrorism. Among other
responsibilities, he closely monitors and reports on the implementation of EU counter-terrorism measures. Recent
reports of the EU CTC outline the progress in the implementation of these measures. Specifically on the criminal
justice approach, the report on the implementation of counter-terrorism measures from June 201534 points to the
need to assess the feasibility of reviewing the FD on terrorism in view of the requirements of UNSCR 2178 (2014) and
the CoE negotiations on the Additional Protocol that were taking place at the time. An earlier discussion paper on
foreign fighters and returnees by the EU CTC from December 201435 notes that, if not updated, the Framework
Decision on terrorism 'would no longer be the yardstick for minimum required criminalisation of terrorism across the
EU', and would risk 'staying behind the legal developments' both globally and at national level.36 It further notes that
harmonised criminalisation of foreign-fighter-related offences among Member States would provide a common legal
framework which would facilitate cross-border cooperation. The report also echoes the findings of the Eurojust
November 2014 report (see below). The EU CTC report on effective criminal justice response to the phenomenon of
foreign fighters37 from October 2014 notes that the current legal framework might prove insufficient when it comes

30 See SWD(2014) 270 on penalties for public provocation, recruitment for terrorism and training for terrorism, pp. 26-34.
31 COM(2004) 409 final, 8 June 2004.
32 COM(2007) 681 final, 6 November 2007, and the accompanying Impact Assessment, SEC(2007) 1424.
33 Further EU CTC reports can be found on the office's website. For the state of play of EU counter-terrorism measures more
broadly, see e.g. Council document 15799/14 and the more recent Council document 6785/16.
34 Council document 9422/1/15 REV 1 of 10 June 2015.
35 Council document 15715/2/14 of 2 December 2014.
36 Ibid, pp. 2-3.
37 Council document 14188/14 of 10 October 2014.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453818939656&uri=CELEX:52004DC0409
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:52007DC0681
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/fight-against-terrorism/counter-terrorism-coordinator/
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9422-2015-REV-1/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-15715-2014-REV-2/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-15715-2014-REV-2/en/pdf
http://www.statewatch.org/news/2014/oct/eu-council-is-strategy-14188-14.pdf
http://www.statewatch.org/news/2014/oct/eu-council-is-strategy-14188-14.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453817889042&uri=CELEX:52014SC0270
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/AUTO/?uri=celex:52004DC0409
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/AUTO/?uri=celex:52007DC0681
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453818467901&uri=CELEX:52007SC1424
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/fight-against-terrorism/counter-terrorism-coordinator/
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-15799-2014-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-6785-2016-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9422-2015-REV-1/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-15715-2014-REV-2/en/pdf
http://www.statewatch.org/news/2014/oct/eu-council-is-strategy-14188-14.pdf
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to the prosecution of self-motivated individual foreign fighters who travel by themselves. It also points to difficulties
collecting evidence on activities in foreign jurisdictions. The report notes the insufficient progress of ongoing judicial
proceedings considering the scale of the problem, pointing out that this is usually an indicator for shortcomings in the
enforcement and prosecution of suspended foreign fighters. The report further notes that a number of Member
States have already introduced further criminal offences in their domestic legislation or are in the process of doing so.
The report calls for a discussion at EU level on achieving a coherent criminal justice response to the problem posed by
foreign fighters, possibly including the 'extension of the scope of the FD on terrorism to even earlier stages of
preparatory acts or tackling the terrorist intent requirement from a broader perspective'.38 The report also
recommends exploring alternatives to prison sentences, especially in view of the increasing number of young people
imprisoned.
EUROJUST report on Foreign Fighters, November 201439

In addressing the matter of the adequacy of the EU legal framework on combating terrorism, the report notes two
important developments. Firstly, that several Member States have already introduced new terrorist offences to
address the threat posed by foreign terrorist fighters beyond those offences listed in the FD40 (while several other
Member States are planning to or are in the process of doing so). Secondly, it highlights how this leads to uneven
approaches between the Member States: some have updated their legislation, while others are lagging behind. This
lack of a common criminal justice approach at EU level and of common minimum standards creates a risk of
prosecution gaps. The report also notes that the provisions of the UNSCR 2078 (2014) are not covered by the current
EU legal framework. The report recommends considering revising the EU legal framework in order to address the
evolving threat of foreign terrorist fighters, and to ensure a common reference for investigations and prosecutions.
Doing so would provide a common minimum standard for addressing the phenomenon of foreign terrorist fighters,
and would also allow a comparison of experiences in the Member States.
3.2. External studies
ICCT Research Paper - The Foreign Fighters Phenomenon in the European Union: Profiles, Threats & Policies, April
201641

This recent paper provides an overview of the FF phenomenon, both at EU level and in the Member States. Twenty-six
Member States42 are studied, with nine subject to an in-depth analysis: AT, BE, BG, DK, FR, DE, NL, ES, UK. For each
Member State, tallies and profiles of FFs are given, together with Member States' threat assessments and the policies
adopted in response to the FF phenomenon (security, legislative and preventive). Of particular interest is Annex 3,
which provides recently collected information for each Member State, including on legislative measures taken in
response to the FF phenomenon. Of the 26 Member States assessed, the following acts are criminalised: financing of
terrorism (26 MS); participation in or leadership of a terrorist group (22 MS); recruitment (20 MS); incitement to
and/or glorification of terrorism (23 MS); providing terrorist training (23 MS); receiving terrorist training (14 MS + 2
MS currently preparing legislation); and travelling for the purpose of carrying out an act of terrorism (9 MS + 2 MS
currently preparing legislation).43 The paper notes the different ways in which Member States incorporate terrorist
crimes in their legislation. Regarding criminal procedures, the paper notes that prosecutors 'do not seem to have
insurmountable problems in prosecuting conduct related to the FF phenomenon'44 and that 'prosecutors and courts
are thus far succeeding in prosecuting and convicting individuals [and] tough sentences have been handed out in
many MS[s].'45 The paper further notes that both regular criminal-law provisions and, increasingly, terrorism-related
provisions (such as membership in a terrorist organisation and preparation for terrorist attack) are used for
prosecution. Finally, the paper makes several recommendations, calling for a 'suitable, proportional, and effective mix
of policy responses, taken from a toolbox consisting of security, legislative and preventive measures'. It stresses the
need to analyse the impact and effectiveness of existing policies and practices, as well as of future ones.

38 Ibid, p. 5.
39 As reported in Council document 15715/2/14 of 2 December 2014.
40 On this issue, see examples of offences that have been criminalised or are under consideration in some Member States in Council
document 14188/14 of 10 October 2014, item 4, pp. 3-4.
41 Van Ginkel, B. and Entenmann, E. (eds) (2015) The Foreign Fighters Phenomenon in the European Union: Profiles, Threats &
Policies, Research Paper, The Hague: International Centre for Counter-Terrorism.
42 The paper does not include information on Greece and Hungary, for which no information could be found.
43 With regard to the above differences between MS in relation to receiving terrorist training (criminalised in 14 out of 26 MS
examined) and travelling (criminalised in 9 out of 26 MS examined), it seems pertinent to note that the countries from which the
majority of FF come (BE, FR, DE, UK) do criminalise both acts. See Chapter 4, Figure 7 of the ICCT paper on criminal law provisions in
MS, pp. 60-61. See also Annex 3 for more details on legislative measures in MS (pp. 8-9 on BE, pp. 24-25 on FR, pp. 27-28 on DE,
and pp. 52-53 on the UK).
44 Van Ginkel, B. and Entenmann, E. (eds) (2015), Ibid., p. 62.
45 Ibid, p.65.

http://icct.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ICCT-Report_Foreign-Fighters-Phenomenon-in-the-EU_1-April-2016_including-AnnexesLinks.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-15715-2014-REV-2/en/pdf
http://www.statewatch.org/news/2014/oct/eu-council-is-strategy-14188-14.pdf
http://www.statewatch.org/news/2014/oct/eu-council-is-strategy-14188-14.pdf
http://icct.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ICCT-Report_Foreign-Fighters-Phenomenon-in-the-EU_1-April-2016_including-AnnexesLinks.pdf
http://icct.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ICCT-Report_Foreign-Fighters-Phenomenon-in-the-EU_1-April-2016_including-AnnexesLinks.pdf
http://icct.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ICCT-Report_Foreign-Fighters-Phenomenon-in-the-EU_1-April-2016_including-AnnexesLinks.pdf
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Brookings Policy Briefing - Returning Foreign Fighters: Criminalisation or Reintegration, August 201546

This briefing looks at the different approaches taken by various Member States in relation to returning FFs – from the
predominantly 'hard' approaches (the UK is given as an example of this trend) to more 'liberal' ones (Denmark's Exit
Programme and Germany's HAYAT program are known examples). It notes that ‘hard’ approaches have probably
prevented and deterred threats posed by returning FFs in the immediate term, in particular as they make it difficult
for the FFs to return home. However, it also notes that such policies probably discourage non-threatening FFs from
returning home as well, thus depriving the states of 'invaluable intelligence sources or tools for de-legitimising
terrorist organisations like al-Qaida and IS'.47 The briefing also notes that there is no evidence that tough policies have
resulted in a decrease in the number of new/aspiring FFs. As for the 'liberal' approaches, the briefing notes their
potential benefit in reintegrating returning FFs into society, but warns that 'an overdependence on ['liberal'] policies
comes with the risk that such a system could be ''played,'' allowing FFs with violent intent to slip through the net'.48

The briefing includes a number of policy recommendations. These include prosecuting and sentencing all returning
FFs who are proven to have committed criminal acts, while taking into account expressions of remorse, and
willingness to speak out and to provide authorities with intelligence. It warns, however, that counter-terrorism
policies should not mean 'blanket criminalisation', as such policies might be counter-productive and exacerbate
feelings of victimisation that can be exploited by extremists. The paper finally notes that stopping outward FF flows is
crucial, and that a better understanding of 'push' and 'pull' factors is needed. The briefing adds that the approach
taken towards returning FFs could be critical in stopping aspiring FFs from going to conflict areas, not least in view of
the counter-narratives that disillusioned returning FFs could provide.
ICCT Policy Brief - Pathways of Foreign Fighters: Policy Options and Their (Un)Intended Consequences, April 201549

This brief examines the policy options in relation to FFs who have already reached Syria/Iraq. It starts by outlining
the different pathways FFs follow (they may be killed; they may remain in Syria or Iraq; they may return to their home
country or move on to another country). The paper then looks at the main approaches taken by different Member
States (reintegration/prosecution/revoking nationality/military response). Finally, the paper provides an analysis of
these approaches with regard to their intended and unintended consequences. The paper notes that there is a
general trend in policies on FFs towards 'more repressive measures and the prosecution of returnees'.50 It observes
differences in Member States' approaches, noting a 'stark contrast' between France, for example, which is mainly
focused on repressive measures, and Denmark, which is mainly focused on reintegrating returning FFs.51 The paper
finds that the reintegration approach could lead to an increased risk of terrorist attacks due to the simple fact that
more FFs would want and attempt to return home. This higher number would make it difficult to monitor returnees.
The paper also finds that this option would have no deterrent effect on aspiring FFs, and that in the long run it could
actually exacerbate the problem. Concerning the prosecution approach, the paper identifies two unintended
consequences. The first is a decrease in the willingness of family and friends to share information regarding
aspiring/returning FFs with the authorities, which would undermine intelligence efforts and possibly result in
undetected departures/returns of FFs. In addition, the fear of prosecution would deter those already in Syria/Iraq
from returning, leaving them with limited options for a non-violent future. The third policy option, revoking
nationality, has similar unintended consequences, as the prosecution and would simply shift the threat to a different
location. Finally, the paper notes ethical and legal dilemmas with regard to the fourth policy option – military action –
and warns that, although this option may limit the threat in the short run, it could have many negative consequences
in the long run, such as the creation of 'martyrs' encouraging further recruitment.
Brookings Policy Paper - Be Afraid. Be A Little Afraid: The Threat of Terrorism from Western Foreign Fighters in Syria
and Iraq, November 201452

This paper presents a schematic model of the foreign fighter threat as a five-stage process, starting with 1) the
decision to join the conflict, 2) travel to the conflict zone, 3) training and fighting, 4) return to the country of origin,
and 5) plotting terrorist attacks. It warns, however, that this is a road with 'many possible exits and roadblocks'53, and
that the majority of FFs exit at different stages of the process. The paper identifies various ‘mitigating factors that

46 Lister, C. (2015) 'Returning Foreign Fighters: Criminalization or Reintegration?', Policy Briefing, Doha: Brookings Doha Center.
47 Lister, C. (2015) 'Returning Foreign Fighters: Criminalization or Reintegration?', Policy Briefing, Doha: Brookings Doha Center, p.7.
48 Ibid, p. 10.
49 Reed, A., de Roy van Zuijdewijn, J. and Bakker, E. (2015), 'Pathways of Foreign Fighters: Policy Options and Their (Un)Intended
Consequences', Policy Brief, The Hague: International Centre for Counter-Terrorism.
50 Ibid, p. 7.
51 Ibid, p. 8.
52 Byman, D. and Shapiro, J. (2014), 'Be Afraid. Be A Little Afraid: The Threat of Terrorism from Western Foreign Fighters in Syria and
Iraq', Policy Paper No. 34, Washington , D.C.: Brookings.
53 Ibid, p. 3.

http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/papers/2015/08/13-foreign-fighters-lister/en-fighters-web.pdf
http://www.icct.nl/download/file/ICCT-Reed-De-Roy-Van-Zuijdewijn-Bakker-Pathways-Of-Foreign-Fighters-Policy-Options-And-Their-Un-Intended-Consequences-April2015(1).pdf
http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/papers/2014/11/western-foreign-fighters-in-syria-and-iraq-byman-shapiro/be-afraid--web.pdf
http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/papers/2014/11/western-foreign-fighters-in-syria-and-iraq-byman-shapiro/be-afraid--web.pdf
http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/papers/2015/08/13-foreign-fighters-lister/en-fighters-web.pdf
http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/papers/2015/08/13-foreign-fighters-lister/en-fighters-web.pdf
http://www.icct.nl/download/file/ICCT-Reed-De-Roy-Van-Zuijdewijn-Bakker-Pathways-Of-Foreign-Fighters-Policy-Options-And-Their-Un-Intended-Consequences-April2015(1).pdf
http://www.icct.nl/download/file/ICCT-Reed-De-Roy-Van-Zuijdewijn-Bakker-Pathways-Of-Foreign-Fighters-Policy-Options-And-Their-Un-Intended-Consequences-April2015(1).pdf
http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/papers/2014/11/western-foreign-fighters-in-syria-and-iraq-byman-shapiro/be-afraid--web.pdf
http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/papers/2014/11/western-foreign-fighters-in-syria-and-iraq-byman-shapiro/be-afraid--web.pdf
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make the conversion rate of FFs into terrorists far lower than might be expected.'54 It notes that, while some FFs may
attempt to use violence upon their return, 'the vast majority will die in the war zone, stay on to continue fighting,
return home and refrain from violence, or be quickly caught and jailed'. The paper thus finds that the threat posed by
the FFs is 'not negligible, but ... should [not] be overstated'.55

Policy recommendations contained in the paper aim to further mitigate the FF threat. Two recommendations might
be of particular interest here: first, the importance of 'triage' of returning FFs by the security services to determine
how dangerous they might be and, second, efforts to direct returning FFs towards non-violence, which should involve
family and community members. The paper warns that criminalisation approaches might backfire as these measures
can create 'suspect communities' whose members are more easily radicalised and less willing to cooperate with the
authorities. Finally, the paper notes that security services usually have knowledge of the returning FFs ('going to Syria
and Iraq and returning home usually does bring one to the attention of the security services') but that the problem lies
in analysing data (which are often 'buried in a mountain of data') and timely follow-up.56 In light of the increasing
numbers of returning FFs, the paper warns that security services must be given sufficient resources to monitor
suspect FFs, which is a resource-intensive activity.
Other studies also provide useful recommendations. The CSS Study from 201457 finds that most countries consider
their existing legislation adequate. However, prosecution efforts at both stages (prior to travel and after return) are
hampered by difficulties collecting evidence. Given these difficulties, and given that 'not all aspiring/returning [FFs]
pose a threat', the study suggests that reintegration is the 'smarter path' in some cases, and that 'excessive repression
might be counterproductive, as it might increase the sense of victimisation felt by segments of the community'.58 The
ICCT Policy Brief from 201559 explores the possible use of rehabilitation programmes both as an alternative to
prosecution and in addition to prosecution of FFs (during the different stages of the criminal justice process: pre-trial,
trial/sentencing, prison and after-prison). The briefing notes the increasing number of individuals likely to be subject
to criminal investigations, given the increasing number of returning FFs as well as the broadening scope of offences
that are being criminalised. It further notes that one consequence of this is the increased burden on the criminal
justice sector which, coupled with the difficulties related to evidence collection, often results in dropped charges or
charges for 'lesser' offences. Furthermore, the brief notes that, even in cases of successful prosecution, the majority of
offenders will eventually be released. The brief concludes that rehabilitation offers a pragmatic approach for
individuals considered at risk of being violent extremists, but for whom insufficient evidence exists for successful
prosecution.

4. European Parliament position / MEPs' questions
4.1. Recent EP resolutions
The European Parliament has expressed its views on terrorism and anti-terrorism measures on several occasions,
most recently in a resolution on 11 February 2015 on anti-terrorism measures, a resolution on 9 July 2015 on the
European Agenda on Security, and a resolution on 25 November 2015 on the prevention of radicalisation and
recruitment of European citizens by terrorist organisations. These resolutions are outlined below in chronological
order, with an emphasis on issues related to the criminalisation of terrorism-related threats. While the February and
November resolutions received wide support (with more than 500 Members voting in favour in each case), the July
resolution was adopted by a narrower margin (see below).
European Parliament resolution of 11 February 2015 on anti-terrorism measures60

Parliament strongly condemns all terrorist acts, expresses concern about the rising number of EU FFs, and underlines
the need for more specialised measures to tackle the issue of FFs, as well as measures on radicalisation prevention. It
asks the Commission to propose a common definition of 'EU foreign fighters'. Parliament calls on the Commission and
the Council to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the EU's counter-terrorism and related measures, with an
emphasis on implementation in the Member States and on Member State cooperation with the EU agencies operating

54 Ibid, p. 16. See pp. 16-22 for an overview of mitigating factors.
55 Ibid, p. 23.
56 Ibid, pp. 27-28.
57 Vidino, L., Snetkov, A. and Pigoni, L. (2014), 'Foreign Fighters: An Overview of Responses in Eleven Countries', CSS Study, Zurich:
Center for Security Studies/CSS. See also earlier reports covering specific national practices in Bakker, E., Paulussen, C. and
Entenmann, E. (2013), 'Dealing with European Foreign Fighters in Syria: Governance Challenges & Legal Implications', Research
Paper, The Hague: International Centre for Counter-Terrorism, and Paulussen, C. and Entenmann, E. (2014), 'Addressing Europe's
Foreign Fighter Issue: Legal Avenues at the international and National Level', Security and Human Rights, 25(1): 86-118.
58 Ibid, p. 6.
59 Entenmann, E., van der Heide, L., Weggemans, D. and Dorsey, J. (2015), 'Rehabilitation for Foreign Fighters? Relevance,
Challenges and Opportunities for the Criminal Justice Sector', Policy Brief, The Hague: International Centre for Counter-Terrorism.
60 P8_TA(2015)0032 was adopted by 532 votes to 136, with 36 abstentions.

http://www.css.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/cis/center-for-securities-studies/pdfs/Foreign_Fighters_2014.pdf
http://icct.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/ICCT-Entenmann-Heide-Weggemans-Dorsey-Rehabilitation-for-Foreign-Fighters-December2015.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P8-TA-2015-0032
http://www.css.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/cis/center-for-securities-studies/pdfs/Foreign_Fighters_2014.pdf
http://www.icct.nl/download/file/ICCT-Bakker-Paulussen-Entenmann-Dealing-With-European-Foreign-Fighters-in-Syria.pdf
http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/content/journals/10.1163/18750230-02501010
http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/content/journals/10.1163/18750230-02501010
http://icct.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/ICCT-Entenmann-Heide-Weggemans-Dorsey-Rehabilitation-for-Foreign-Fighters-December2015.pdf
http://icct.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/ICCT-Entenmann-Heide-Weggemans-Dorsey-Rehabilitation-for-Foreign-Fighters-December2015.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P8-TA-2015-0032
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in the area (chiefly Europol and Eurojust). It 'stresses the need to step up the effectiveness and the coordination of the
criminal justice response through Eurojust, to harmonise criminalisation of FF-related offences across the EU to
provide a legal framework and to facilitate cross-border cooperation, to avoid prosecution gaps, and to address the
practical and legal challenges in the gathering and admissibility of evidence in terrorist cases, by updating Framework
Decision 2008/919/JHA'. It also notes that the anti-terrorism strategy needs to be based on a multi-layer approach
which comprehensively addresses the underlying factors of radicalisation leading to violent extremism.
In its follow up of May 2015,61 the Commission notes that the European Agenda on Security (EAS), adopted in April
2015, and the EU Counter Terrorism Strategy, provide a 'robust framework' for EU counter terrorism efforts. The EAS
identifies three priority areas, the first of which is tackling terrorism and preventing radicalisation. The Commission
outlines a variety of counter-terrorism related measures. Concerning the Parliament's call to conduct a comprehensive
evaluation of the EU's counter-terrorism and related measures, the Commission notes that there is a need to ensure
better implementation of existing instruments, and commits itself to update the co-legislators twice a year on the
progress of the EAS's implementation. On FFs, the Commission notes that this issue requires a strong EU response,
and that both repressive and preventive measures are necessary. As regards the criminal justice response and
harmonisation of criminalisation of FF-related offences, the Commission undertakes to launch an impact assessment
in 2015 with a view to updating the FD on terrorism in 2016.62

European Parliament resolution of 9 July 2015 on the European Agenda on Security63

Parliament takes note of the European Agenda of Security (EAS) and considers that 'terrorism, violent extremism,
cross-border organised crime and cybercrime are the most serious threats which require coordinated actions at
national, EU and global level'. Parliament calls on the Commission to ensure effective and operational implementation
of the EAS. In relation to terrorism, it welcomes specific measures on terrorism set out in the EAS.64 Parliament
stresses that a multi-layer approach is needed to address the threat posed by EU FFs and terrorism in general. This
includes ensuring firm legal prosecution where appropriate, and providing law enforcement authorities with the
appropriate tools to perform their duties with full respect for fundamental rights. Parliament notes, however, that the
EAS lacks a genuine strategy regarding FFs, and calls on the Commission to develop such a strategy together with the
Member States, looking in particular at those returning FFs who are willing to leave the terrorist organisations and to
reintegrate into society. In this context, it places a special emphasis on the situation of young FFs. On the issue of
radicalisation, Parliament is disappointed by the lack of more tangible measures in the EAS to address radicalisation,
and calls on the Commission to take urgent and comprehensive action in this respect.

In its follow up of October 201565, the Commission points out that harmonisation of legislation on FF-related offences
across the EU would address the cross-border practical and legal challenges in the gathering and admissibility of
evidence in terrorism cases, and would serve as a deterrent to aspiring FFs. It reiterates that the FF phenomenon
requires a strong EU response, and that it is working closely with Member States to prevent and disrupt the travel of
aspiring European FFs, while ensuring that the measures taken are in compliance with EU law. The Commission follow
up does not specifically address the issue of returning FFs who are willing to reintegrate into society.
European Parliament resolution of 25 November 2015 on the prevention of radicalisation and recruitment of
European citizens by terrorist organisations66

Parliament notes the security threat posed by the presence and movement of more than 5 000 European foreign
fighters, both in Europe and in its neighbourhood. Parliament highlights the urgent need for coordinated action by the
Member States and the EU to prevent radicalisation and fight against terrorism. It calls on the Commission to draw up
an action plan to implement and evaluate the EU strategy for combatting radicalisation and recruitment for terrorism,
and to make this plan a priority. It also calls on the Member States to coordinate their strategies and to share
information and experience. Parliament notes that measures aimed at preventing radicalisation need to be
accompanied by 'an effective, dissuasive and articulated range of criminal justice measures' in all Member States. It
further considers that law enforcement and justice authorities need sufficient capacity and training to be able to
prevent, detect and prosecute terrorist acts.

61 SP(2015)233.
62 As noted in a previous chapter, the Commission proposal of 2 December 2015 was not accompanied by an impact assessment.
This was explained by 'the urgent need to improve the EU framework to increase security in the light of recent terrorist attacks'.
See COM(2015) 625, p. 12.
63 P8_TA-PROV(2015)0269 was adopted by a narrow margin of 250 votes in favour to 204 against, with 184 abstentions (S&D and
ALDE provided most of the votes in favour, see the voting details here, point 83. B8-0676/2015 - Résolution, pp. 71-72).
64 See the European Agenda on Security of 28 April 2015, pp. 13-16 on terrorism.
65 SP(2015)575.
66 P8_TA-PROV(2015)0410 was adopted by 548 votes to 110, with 36 abstentions.

http://www.oeil.ep.parl.union.eu/oeil/popups/ficheprocedure.do?reference=2015/2530(RSP)&l=en
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P8-TA-2015-0269
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http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453821168122&uri=CELEX:52015PC0625
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P8-TA-2015-0269
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/seance_pleniere/proces_verbal/2015/07-09/votes_nominaux/P8_PV(2015)07-09(RCV)_XC.pdf
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On preventing the departure, and anticipating the return, of FFs, Parliament reiterates that it is important to tighten
the EU's external border controls as a matter of urgency; and to enable Member States to confiscate passports from
citizens planning to join terrorist organisations, at the request of the competent judicial authority, while ensuring that
this measure is necessary and proportionate. Parliament further calls on the Member States to ensure that FFs are put
under judicial control and, where necessary, in detention upon their return, until such time as due judicial prosecution
takes place. It notes that an adequate response to terrorism and radicalisation requires a holistic approach:
Parliament calls on the Commission and the EEAS, with the support of the EU CTC, to work together in designing a
policy approach that combines a whole spectrum of different tools.
At the time of drafting of this briefing, the Commission had not yet provided any follow-up document to this
resolution.
Finally, recent debates in the Parliament on terrorism addressed the increased threat of terrorism in Europe (21
January 2016) and the protection of victims of terrorism (14 December 2015).
4.2. Members' questions
During 2015, over one hundred questions related to terrorism were put forward by the Members of the European
Parliament, a majority of the questions peaking around the 7-9 January attacks and 13 November attacks. These
questions cover a wide scope of terrorism-related issues and cover inter alia general measures to tackle the threat
posed by foreign fighters; control of external borders and the risk of infiltration of migration flows by returning foreign
fighters; measures against terrorism funding; tackling radicalisation, including radicalisation via social media and
radicalisation in prisons; the external dimension of EU counter-terrorism measures; and website blocking by the
authorities to combat terrorism. One of the recurring topics is the exchange of information and cooperation between
Member States' law enforcement and intelligence authorities to prevent terrorism, including the issue of
interoperability of different information systems.
Written question by Urmas Paet (ALDE, Estonia), 31 March 201567

The question concerns the increasing security threat in Europe posed by European foreign fighters. It inquires
specifically into how the EU intends to prevent the movement of those departing to join IS, as well as how to approach
the matter of returning foreign fighters.
Answer given by Dimitris Avramopoulos on behalf of the Commission, 1 July 2015
The Commission notes that the EU response to terrorism and foreign terrorist fighters is one of the three priorities in
the EAS, and that the existing legal framework is well tailored to respond to the threat and should be fully exploited.
The Commission also points to the actions aimed at preventing radicalisation, based on the work of the EU's
Radicalisation Awareness Network. Regarding possible plans to criminalise participation as a foreign fighter, the
Commission notes UNSCR 2178(2014), which requires Member States to include in their legislation as serious crimes
travel or attempt to travel for the purpose of planning or perpetrating terrorist acts. It further notes that many
Member States are updating their legislation to prevent and prosecute travel for terrorism. Finally, it mentions the
ongoing negotiations on an additional protocol supplementing the CoE convention on the prevention of terrorism, as
well as the Commission plan to put forward a proposal to update the FD on terrorism in 2016.
Written question by Aldo Patriciello (EPP, Italy), 8 December 201568

The question pertains to measures to increase the level of cooperation between national intelligence services in order
to enhance security.
Answer given by Dimitris Avramopoulos on behalf of the Commission, 16 February 2016
The Commission responds that it has consistently encouraged Member States' competent authorities to make full use
of the existing EU databases to share information more proactively. The Commission notes considerable progress in
this respect, but also the need to step up law enforcement cooperation, including the use of the SIS, the Interpol
Stolen and Lost Travel Documents database, the Prüm acquis, and Europol databases. Furthermore, the Commission
notes that cooperation and exchange between intelligence and law enforcement authorities is also recognised as a
priority. Finally, the Commission points to the establishment of a European Counter Terrorism Centre at Europol,
which will serve as a platform to facilitate information sharing and operational cooperation, making full use of
Europol's instruments and databases in the field of terrorist travel, terrorism financing, firearms and explosives.

67 E-005087/2015
68 E-015540/2015
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5. Stakeholder consultations, citizens' enquiries, surveys
5.1. Commission stakeholder consultations
As noted earlier in this paper, the Commission proposal was not accompanied by an impact assessment (stakeholder
consultations would have constituted part of the impact assessment). On 3 December, the Commission set up a
mechanism for receiving feedback on its published proposals via the dedicated portal Give Your Feedback, and has
included this proposal.
5.2. Citizens’ enquiries – AskEP
From January 2015 to February 2016, citizens submitted to the European Parliament a total of 135 questions on the
topic of terrorism, of which 86 questions came from only three Member States: Germany (37), France (30) and Italy
(19). Most questions were submitted following the Paris terrorist attacks in January and November 2015. The
questions touched upon different aspects of terrorism, with around one third concerning the EU's response to the
terrorist threat. Other questions revolved around links between migration and terrorist threats, and links between
external policies and internal security.
5.3. Surveys
The recent Eurobarometer survey looks into Europeans’ attitudes towards security. It was conducted in March 2015,
shortly after the Paris January attacks.69 The survey finds that terrorism is considered to be the EU’s greatest security
challenge, although the level varies from one Member State to another. The proportion of people identifying
terrorism and religious extremism as significant challenges has increased substantially since 2011, while fewer people
think that economic and financial crises are the most important challenge to security. Furthermore, over two-thirds of
people think that the terrorism threat is likely to increase over the next few years. The findings indicate that threats
linked to terrorism and extremist ideologies seem to be taking the focus away from climate change and the threat of
natural disasters.

6. Conclusions
EU-level reports available on the implementation of the Framework Decision on Terrorism suggest that the FD
provisions have been implemented in the Member States in a broadly satisfactory way. Several concerns remain,
however, notably in relation to the adequacy of the current framework in ensuring prosecutions of individual foreign
fighters who are self-motivated and travel by themselves.

The changing security situation, and developments on the international stage (adoption of UNSCR 2178 (2014) and the
CoE Additional Protocol), appear to call for amendments to the Framework Decision. The Commission proposal for a
new directive would bring EU legislation in line with the provisions of the above-mentioned UN and CoE documents by
broadening the scope of criminalised acts to include inter alia travelling abroad for terrorism and receiving training for
terrorism. It is important to note in this context that recent reports stress that Member States have to a large degree
already introduced further criminal offenses in their legislation, or are in the process of doing so (especially those
Member States from which the majority of FFs originate). The proposal would also go further by requiring Member
States to ensure that victims of terrorism are offered protection and assistance.

The Commission proposal for a new Directive is not accompanied by an impact assessment. The Commission said this
was justified by ‘the urgent need to improve the EU framework to increase security in the light of recent terrorist
attacks’. As noted earlier, this approach has been met with criticism. The proposal contains a review clause (Article
26(2)) obliging the Commission to assess the impact and added value of the directive four years after the
implementation deadline, and to report on this to the Council and the Parliament. It is to be hoped that this ex-post
evaluation will address some of the questions that would have been tackled in an impact assessment. In this light, a
more precise wording of Article 26(2) may contribute to a genuine evaluation of the proposed directive along the pre-
determined criteria.
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69 Another Eurobarometer survey was conducted at the same time – on data protection. The ‘coupling’ of the two surveys in the
same month is not surprising in the light of debate on how to reconcile security and privacy concerns.
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